
Biante Model Cars are extremely excited to present the amazing 1:18 Scale Holden HT Monaro GTS350 
Street Machine in Nuclear Orange with Black stripes and White interior. For those of you familiar with our 
custom street machine range, you will know that this is our first Holden addition to this range and after a 
very long development time, we’re very pleased to finally show this model to collectors.

The HT Monaro was released in 1969 as part of the first generation of Monaro’s, replacing the first 
released HK version. There were various changes to the upgrade, most notably the GTS327 became 
the GTS350 with a change in engines. Other than the GTS350 name, the HT could easily be identified 
by the two equally thick GTS racing stripes that ran down the centre of the bonnet and boot for the new 
edition as opposed to the two thin and thick stripes running down the drivers side on the HK. Another 
point of difference for the HT were the two small scoops added to the bonnet that were really more 
stylistic additions rather than performance based.

Our 1:18 “Inferno” Street HT obviously has many other modern additions to it compared to that of 
an original 1969 HT in stock running gear. Most notably is the eye-catching and fantastically named 
“Nuclear Orange” colour scheme which works perfectly with the Black GTS350 stripes and the custom 
White interior. The Biante R&D department specifically picked this metallic orange due to its vibrancy and 
we couldn’t be more pleased with how it looks. Similarly to our previously released street machines, the 
HT includes a Supercharged V8 engine, quickshifter, gauges and customised number plates.

We have even gone a step further with this model and have included additional new tooling modifications 
including the engine air filters, larger wheels and tyres, modern big brakes, revised exhaust system 
and custom suspension modifications for the ultimate low rider height. The combination of the large 
wheels and low ride height gives this street machine an impressive and intimidating stance which will 
look amazing when on display in collections. We couldn’t be more pleased with the prototype sample of 
this model with the production sample sure to look even further refined and perfected. This long awaited 
Holden street machine should be a very popular model with Holden collectors so please place your 
pre-orders for this model to ensure you don’t miss out on one when it is released.
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ORDERING INFORMATION:

AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL BIANTE DEALER

Product Code: A73415
Model: 1:18 Scale Holden HT Monaro GTS 350 Street Machine - Nuclear Orange with Black Stripes
Pricing: RRP: $215.00 including GST - Current ETA: 1ST QTR 2015

HOT HT HOLDEN
INTRODUCING OUR FIRST 1:18 SCALE HOLDEN STREET MACHINE

AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW 
FROM YOUR LOCAL BIANTE DEALER.
*1:18 Scale Prototype Model Shown



Biante News:

Just like the headline suggests, it has been an exciting month of firsts for 
Biante. One of the firsts for us this month is the announcement of the first 
Holden addition to our popular custom street machine range in the form of 
the impressive 1:18 Scale Holden HT Monaro GTS350 in Nuclear Orange.

The process to introduce Holden content to this customised range has been 
a long and at times, complicated task but we definitely think it was worth the 
wait. The Biante R&D team have done an outstanding job with this model 
and it really has to be seen up close and personal to truly appreciate the 
craftsmanship and finer details of this model, it’s certainly one for street, drag, 
custom and of course, Holden enthusiasts alike.

Another first for us this month was the arrival of the first decorated sample 
of our 1:18 Scale Holden VF Commodore V8 Supercar which we have 
been developing over the past year or so. We released a few pictures on 
our Facebook page earlier in the week and the response was fantastic to 
say the least. We have included plenty of new images of this sample in this 
newsletter for collectors to study and enjoy. While there are still a few points 
to refine it shouldn’t be too much longer for production of the VF V8 Supercar 
to begin with the Erebus Motosport models not far behindwith the 1:43 Scale 
versions to follow shortly after.

It is certainly a good month for Holden collectors because other than the new 
HT street machine, we also have two new 1:18 Scale model announcements 
to show you for August, both of which are also Holden. The first is our second 
HJ Sandman Panel Van release in Contessa Gold which can be seen on the 
opposite page. This model just looks classically iconic and will look very nice 
sitting next to the previously released Deauville Blue HJ. 

Our other new model announcement for this month is the second edition in 
the new Biante Larry Perkins Collection in the form the 1:18 Scale Holden 
VK Commodore SS Group A driven by Larry and David Parsons in the 1986 
James Hardie 1000. The Enzed backed commodore was a classic livery and 
plenty of punters will surely remember this very smooth looking car racing 
around the mountain back in the day. Included with this model will be a 
signed Certificate of Authenticity by Larry so it is certainly one that shouldn’t 
be missed.

As with all our new announcements and future releases, the best way to 
ensure you don’t miss out on them is to place a pre-order with your local 
Biante dealer. We hope you like our new announcements for August and the 
first decorated VF V8 Supercar pictured in this issue.

Thankyou all for your continued support of Biante Model Cars.

William Hall
General Manager
Biante Model Cars

A MONTH OF FIRSTS FOR BIANTE MODEL CARS

SANDMAN GOLD



New Announcement: 1:18 Scale Holden HJ Sandman Panel Van

Biante Model Cars are very pleased to present the 1:18 Scale Holden HJ Sandman Panel Van in the 
gorgeous Contessa Gold colour scheme. This is our second HJ Sandman panel van release in 1:18 Scale, 
following the immensely popular Deauville Blue version which we released in 2012.

The Holden HJ Sandman was presented to the Australian public in October 1974 and featured some 
similarities to the recently released Monaro. Most notable was the design of the models very bold and straight 
front, which many casual observers felt suited the van far better than the Monaro.

The HJ was decked out with the same sports GTS styling that was seen on the previous HQ model including 
bucket seats, GTS steering wheel, sports instrumentation, GTS wheels, slotted front guards, and of course, 
the Sandman decals just behind the B Pillar and striping. Both the HQ and HJ Sandman models were 
marketed towards the younger generation, with summer, sun, sex and sand being the common theme and 
was wildly successful. The Sandman was certainly the beginning of a cultural change within Australian youth 
culture and motoring.

The Contessa Gold HJ Sandman faithfully replicates all the iconic features of its 1:1 counterpart. Featuring 
fully opening parts, highly detailed engine bay, interior, wheels, undercarriage and finishing, this is a model 
that any collector would be happy to own. Both the bonnet and rear tailgate hinging mechanisms are 
impressively crafted and the black HJ Sandman decals and stripes look exceptional against the gold metallic 
colour scheme.

As with our recent Sandman releases of late, included with this model will be a set of roof racks and 
surfboards as an optional display feature with the surfboards featuring custom black and gold striping to 
compliment the Contessa Gold exterior of the van. We expect this Sandman to be a popular follow up to 
the much adored Deauville Blue version so please place your pre-orders as soon as possible to avoid any 
disappointment.

ORDERING INFORMATION:

AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL BIANTE DEALER

Product Code: A73367
Model: 1:18 Scale Holden HJ Sandman Panel Van - Contessa Gold (1974)
Pricing: RRP: $215.00 including GST 
Current ETA: 1ST QTR 2015

SANDMAN GOLD

AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW 
FROM YOUR LOCAL BIANTE DEALER.

OUR SECOND HJ SANDMAN PANEL VAN RELEASE WILL BE THE
STUNNING CONTESSA GOLD EDITION.

*1:18 Scale Prototype Model Shown



ORDERING INFORMATION:

NOW AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER FROM YOUR LOCAL BIANTE DEALER

Product Code: B182704M
Model: 1:18 Scale Holden VK Commodore SS Group A - 1986 James Hardie 1000
Drivers: Larry Perkins / David Parsons
(Forms Part Of The Biante Larry Perkins Collection & Includes A Signed Certificate Of Authenticity)
Pricing: RRP: $225.00 including GST 
Current ETA: 1ST QTR 2015

New Announcement:
1:18 Holden VK Commodore SS Group A

THE SECOND EDITION 
IN THE BIANTE LARRY 
PERKINS COLLECTION 

WILL BE HIS 1986 
ENZED BACKED VK 
COMMODORE IN 

1:18 SCALE



HOLDEN VK SS GRP A
1986 JAMES HARDIE 1000 - DRIVERS: LARRY PERKINS / DAVID PARSONS

*1:18 Scale Prototype Model Shown

Biante Model Cars are proud to present the second addition to the Biante 
Larry Perkins Collection, the 1:18 Scale Holden VK Commodore SS Group A 
driven by Perkins and David Parsons in the 1986 James Hardie 1000.

Think Larry Perkins and greatness at Mount Panorama instantly comes to 
mind. Perkins’ legendary standing in Australian motorsport was built on six 
Bathurst 1000 victories between 1982 and 1997, three of which came in 
cars his team built and engineered under the banner of Perkins Engineering. 
His 1986 #11 Enzed Holden Commodore VK was the first in a long line of 
Commodore touring cars to be built by Perkins Engineering until the end 
of 2008, when his operation closed and became the foundation for Todd 
and Rick Kelly’s modern-day Kelly Racing V8 Supercar outfit. The very first 
Perkins-built car was actually owned by New Zealand car sales entrepreneur 
Colin Giltrap, with major backing coming from Enzed hose and fittings 
service. It was also the beginning of a long association with Perkins and tyre 
manufacturer, Dunlop.

Perkins signed up Tasmanian dairy farmer David Parsons as his partner 
for the ’86 endurance season, having previously driven in the same squad 
as Parsons at the Holden Dealer Team. After its debut in the Castrol 500 at 
Sandown was troubled by brake problems, the Enzed Commodore headed to 
the Mountain as something of an unknown quantity, until Perkins topped the 
timesheets on the opening day of practice.

Off track, Perkins was embroiled in a bitter war against CAMS, General 
Motors Holden and his former employers, HDT, over the legality of new 
conrods made available for the engines of the Mobil HDT cars and selected 
privateers before the event. Perkins argued that the ‘heavy’ conrods were not 
homologated and increased the horsepower of the rival engines, which they 
achieved by raising the rev limit from 6400rpm to over 7000rpm. The conrods 
were eventually made legal and available to all teams, but Perkins stuck with 
the tried and tested earlier version.

A new engine went into the car for Friday’s qualifying session after the team’s 
‘gun’ power plant failed, but Perkins still earned a spot in the Hardies Heroes 
Top 10 Shootout. Despite a carburetor miss, Perkins pushed the limits of the 
Commodore to qualify fourth fastest with a spectacular 2m19.433s lap and a 
top speed of 257.48km/h down Conrod Straight.

When the flag dropped on Sunday morning, Perkins hauled the Enzed 
machine into third and he and Parsons ran competitively in the top five for the 
first three hours of the race. But the #11 Commodore came to a halt at the top 
of Mountain Straight early in Perkins’ second stint. An overheating bearing in 
the car’s Getrag gearbox had led to the transmission shearing its internals, 
which left Perkins with no gears and stranded. The car returned to the pits 
on the back of a tilt-tray truck and the team set about replacing the gearbox. 
In true Perkins style, he rolled up the sleeves of his driving overalls and got 
involved in the changeover himself! Around 50 minutes later, the Enzed 
Commodore rejoined the race and ran strongly to the chequered flag. The car 
was classified in 25th position overall with 140 laps completed, 23 less than 
winners Allan Grice and Graeme Bailey.

While the 1986 James Hardie 1000 did not deliver the result Perkins and 
Parsons were looking for, this car had announced the arrival of Perkins 
Engineering as a touring car force to be reckoned with. A year later, Parsons 
returned to the Mobil HDT and became a Bathurst winner when he and Peter 
Brock assumed command of the #10 entry started by Peter McLeod. Perkins 
would go on to win the race with Gregg Hansford (1993) and Russell Ingall 
(1995, ‘97) during a period where he and his team continually rose to another 
level on the biggest day in Australian motorsport. Produced in die-cast with 
fully opening parts and high detail including additional tooling modifications 
to the wheels, tyres and drivers side window ducting, this is an impressive 
addition to this new drivers collection from Biante. Included with this model 
will be a signed Certificate of Authenticity by Larry so ensure you place your 
pre-orders as soon as possible to avoid missing out.

AVAILABLE TO PRE ORDER FROM YOUR 
LOCAL BIANTE DEALER



Last month we released images of the first painted sample of our 
currently in development 1:18 Scale Holden VF Commodore V8 
Supercar and now this month we’re very pleased to show you images 
of the very first decorated sample. Pictured is the 1:18 Scale 2014 
Team BOC Commodore which many V8 Supercar fans will remember 
as the car with many Team BOC supporters names written on the rear 
wing as a way of thanking everyone for their support and messages 
after Jason Bright’s unbelievable roll over accident at the previous 
Clipsal 500 round in Adelaide.

After a long research and development phase we’re very pleased to 
finally be able to show collectors the almost completed results of our 
hard work, a quality die-cast model with opening parts and reasonably 
high detail given the lower retail price of $150.00, a cost saving which 
we believe will please collectors immensely without loosing too many 
critical details of a quality 1:18 Scale model.

There are various areas of the model where we have paid less 
attention to detail in order to reduce the regular retail price including 
sealing the boot and reverting back to older style bonnet hinges but 
as a whole, the essence, quality and high detail of an opening parts 
1:18 Scale model is there and we believe we will have the most 
superior Car of the Future V8 Supercar model available to the market.

We’re almost at the point of beginning production of the 2014 Holden 
VF Commodore V8SC models with the Erebus Motorsport Mercedes-
Benz E63 AMG models not too far behind. There are some obvious 
decoration issues with this sample that the keen eye should be able 
to spot, but all things considered, we are very pleased with how this 
model looks. From here we will engage the factory with a final round 
of comments and corrections and then we head into production so 
there shouldn’t be much longer to wait now.

All of our 2013 and 2014 V8 Supercar models can be pre-ordered 
from your local Biante dealer and they will be available to purchase on 
the Biante website at www.biante.com.au also.  

First Decorated V8 Supercar Sample: 2014 Team BOC VF Commodore

THE FIRST DECORATED SAMPLE OF OUR NEW
1:18 SCALE HOLDEN VF V8 SUPERCAR

HAS BEEN WORTH THE WAIT



Check out some of the recent model 
arrivals from Biante Model Cars, Autoart 
and Kyosho.

These models are available to purchase 
online at www.biante.com.au or from 
your local Biante dealer only while 
stocks last.

Models Just Arrived:

1970 Sandown 250 Winner - Driver: Allan Moffat
(Part of the Biante Allan Moffat Collection) Limited to 800 pieces.
Product Code: A72866 - RRP: $225.00 including GST

French Racing Blue
Product Code: A73641 - RRP: $158.45 including GST

Green
Product Code: A78149 - RRP: $172.70 including GST

Plain Body Version - Black
Product Code: A81071 - RRP: $158.45 including GST

Moon Stone
Product Code: 08781MS - RRP: $144.75 including GST

2011 Supercheap Auto Bathurst 1000
Drivers: Fabian Coulthard / Craig Baird
Product Code: B18311P - RRP: $215.00 including GST

Orange
Product Code: A78148 - RRP: $172.70 including GST

Plain Body Version - White
Product Code: A81070 - RRP: $158.45 including GST

Silver
Product Code: A76133 - RRP: $153.50 including GST

2008 Supercheap Auto Bathurst 1000 - 2nd Place
Drivers: Greg Murphy / Jason Richards
Product Code: B18311Q - RRP: $215.00 including GST

Italian Racing Red
Product Code: A73642 - RRP: $201.10 including GST

Trueno Initial D Version 2.0
Product Code: A78797 - RRP: $201.10 including GST

1997 LeMans 24 Hour “Unisia Jecs” 
Drivers: R.Patrese / E.Van De Poele / A.Suzuki
Product Code: A89777 - RRP: $243.70 including GST

Darkest Tungsten
Product Code: 05531TG - RRP: $98.50 including GST

Biante 1:18 Ford XW GTHO Phase II

Autoart 1:18 Jaguar XKR-S

Autoart 1:18 Porsche 911 (997) GT3 RS 4.0

Autoart 1:18 Porsche 911 (997) GT3 R

Kyosho 1:18 BMW 750Li

Biante 1:18 Holden VEII Commodore V8SC

Autoart 1:18 Porsche 911 (997) GT3 RS 4.0

Autoart 1:18 Porsche 911 (997) GT3 R

Autoart 1:18 Mercedes-Benz 190E

Biante 1:18 Holden VE Commodore V8SC

Autoart 1:18 Jaguar XKR-S

Autoart 1:18 Toyota Sprinter

Autoart 1:18 Nissan R390 GT1

Kyosho 1:43 Rolls Royce

SOLD OUT FROM
BIANTE.COM.AU



Coming Soon From Biante

Lockwood Racing - 2012 V8 Supercars Championship Season
Driver: Fabian Coulthard
Product Code: B18311T - RRP: $215.00 including GST

1988 Australian Touring Car Championship
Driver: Larry Perkins
(Forms part of the Biante Larry Perkins Collection)
Product Code: B182703E - RRP: $225.00 including GST

1978 Sandown - Driver: Peter Brock
(Forms part of the Biante Peter Brock Collection)
Product Code: A87865 - RRP: $215.00 including GST

The Seawitch
Product Code: A73347 - RRP: $230.00 including GST

Warrigal Black (1966)
Product Code: A72447 - RRP: $230.00 including GST

1972/73 Castrol GTX New Zealand Production Car Championship
Driver: Jim Richards
Product Code: A87216 - RRP: $215.00 including GST

Lime Glaze over Jewel Green (1974)
Product Code: A72727 - RRP: $215.00 including GST

Team BOC - 2012 V8 Supercars Championship Season
Driver: Jason Bright
Product Code: B18311S - RRP: $215.00 including GST

Vitamin C (1971)
Product Code: A71511 - RRP: $215.00 including GST

1:18 Holden VEII Commodore V8SC

1:18 Holden VL Commodore SS Group A1:18 Holden LX Torana A9X Sedan

1:18 Holden HZ Sandman Panel Van 1:18 Holden HR Premier Sedan 1:18 Ford XY Falcon GTHO Phase III

1:18 Ford Falcon XA Superbird

1:18 Holden VEII Commodore V8SC 1:18 Valiant Charger E38
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For More Information Contact: Biante Model Cars: 8B Baling Street, Cockburn Central WA
Phone:  08 6397 5110 / Fax:  08 9417 2757 / Email: info@biante.com.au / Web: www.biante.com.au

Stay Connected With Biante Model Cars

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK FOR DAILY UPDATES, NEWS, PICTURES, MODEL FEATURES & ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHECK OUT VIDEO CONTENT FROM BIANTE INCLUDING PRODUCT VIDEOS

VISIT US ONLINE FOR MORE INFO, JOIN THE COLLECTORS CLUB & TO FIND YOUR LOCAL BIANTE DEALER

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM FOR BEHIND THE SCENES & INTERESTING PICTURES

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER TO BE PART OF THE CONVERSATION ABOUT BIANTE MODEL CARS 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BIANTEMODELCARS

HTTP://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/BIANTEMODELCARS

WWW.BIANTE.COM.AU

WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/BIANTEMODELCARS 

WWW.TWITTER.COM/BIANTEMODELCARS 


